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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
L-intervals play a role in fuzzy mathematics similar to that of ordinary intervals of real numbers 
in classical mathematics. The L-unit interval I(L) was defined by Hutton in [1], and the L-real 
line R(L) was introduced by Gantner et al. in [2]. There has been a great deal of interest 
(see, e.g., [1-20]) in I(L) and R(L). In [9], we presented an L-topological classification theorem 
on L-intervals. The aim of this note is to prove the connectedness and local connectedness of 
L-intervals. 
In what follows, L always stands for a frame [21] with an order-reversing involution / on it. The 
smallest element and the largest element of L will be denoted by 0 and 1 (0 ~ 1), respectively. 
Obviously, L x, the set of all L-subsets of X (X ~ 0), is also a frame with an order-reversing 
involution which may be defined pointwise. The smallest element and the largest element of L x 
will be denoted by 0x and 1x, respectively, a c L - {0} is called a coprime element iff a <_ a V b 
implies a < a or a ___ b for any a, b E L. The set of all coprime elements of L will be denoted by 
M(L), and the set of all coprirae lements of L °p (the dual poset of L) will be denoted by P(L). 
A subset J C L is called a V-generating set of L if, for each ), E L, there exists a subset J~ C J 
such that )~ = VY~. An L-topological space (L-ts for short) is a pair (X, 5), where 5, called an 
L-topology on X, is a subfamily of L x closed under the operations of arbitrary unions and finite 
intersections. We will make no distinction between a set Y and its characteristic function XY, thus 
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every topological space (X, 5) may be viewed as an L-ts. We write supp A = {x • X ] A(x) > 0} 
(called the support of A), t~P~(A) -- {x • X [ a <_ A(x)}, LL,~,(A) = {y • X I g(y) ~ a'}, 
tL,~'(¢) = {tL,~,(A) tA • [} (VA • L x, V¢ < L X, Va • L) and [5] = {B • 5 I B is a crisp set}. 
Let (X, 5) be an L-ts. Then we may verify that tL,~,(5) is a topology on X (V~ • M(L)) 
by Lemma 1.4, and so is [5]. We denote the L-topology on X generated from the subbase 
[5] U (U{tL,~, (~) I c~ • M(L)}) by Ln(f), and call (X, tL(5)) the underlying space of (X, 5) (notice 
that the operators LL,~, and tL have the same meanings as those in [6]). When LL(5) ---= [~], we 
say that (X, 6) is weakly induced [22]. Let ~ = 5 V LL(5), the L-topology on X generated from 
the subbase 5U bL ((~). Then ~ is the smallest weakly induced L-topology on X which contains 5, 
and (X~ ~) is called the weakly induced modification [10] of (X, 5). 
Let f be a mapping from L-ts (X, 5) to (]I, 7/). If f~-(V) • 5 for each V • ~/, then we say that f 
and f~ axe continuous, where f~ : L x ~ L Y (called L-forward powerset operator, cf. [23]) is 
defined by 
f~*(A)(y) = V{A(x) I f (x)  = y}, (VA • L x, Vy • Y), 
and f~- (called L-backward powerset operator, cf. [23]) is the right adjoint o f~ ,  which is given 
by 
f~-(B) = V{d e L x [ f~(A)  < B} = B o f, (VB e LY). 
The continuity of an order homomorphism (cf. [24]) g : L X ---+ YY may be defined in a similar 
manner, where (X, 5) is an L-ts and (Y, U) a Y-ts. The notions of homeomorphic mapping, home- 
omorphic L-forward powerset operator, and L-topological property may be naturally defined. An 
L-topological property PL is said to be an L-extension of a topological property P (cf. [6]) iff, 
for any induced L-ts (X, 5), (X, 5) has property PL if and only if (X, [5]) has property P. The 
notion of fuzzy interval [9] (or L-interval) is still valid here. For other undefined notions, please 
refer to [9]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (X, 5) be an L-ts. A • L z is said to be ultra-Fl-connected (respectiveIy, 
ukra-F2-connected) in ( X, 5) iff, for every a E M ( L ), $ L,a, ( A ) (respectively, op LL, a ( A ) ) is connected 
in (X, LL(5)). A is said to be Q-connected (cf. [10]) in (X, 5) iff there exists no pair (B,C) • 
L x x L x - {(Ox, Ox)} satisfying A = B V C and A A B -  = B A A -  --- Ox; where A -  and B -  
are the closures of A and B, respectively. (X, 5) is said to be ultra-F-connected (respectively, 
Q-connected) if[ 1x is ultra-El-connected, equivalently, ultra-F2-conneeted, (respectively, Q- 
connected) in (X, 5). (X, 5) is said to be locally ultra-Fl-connected (respectively, locally ultra- 
F2-connected, locally Q-connected) iff 5 has a base consisting of ultra-Fl-Connected L-subsets 
(respectively, ultra-F2-connected L-subsets, Q-connected L-subsets). 
REMARK 1.2. It can be shown that ultra-F-connectedness, local ultra-Fl-connectedness, and 
local ultra-F2-connectedness have the following properties. 
(1) Ultra-F-connectedness is productive, preserved by continuous mappings, and an L-exten- 
sion of connectedness of topological spaces. 
(2) Both local ultra-Fl-connectedness and local ultra-F2-connectedness are hereditary with 
respect o open subspaces, productive if all factor L-ts (but finite) are ultra-F-connected, 
and an L-extension of local connectedness of topological spaces if 1 E M(L) and M(L) is 
a V-generating set of L. 
REMARK 1.3. Theorem 2.5 in [9] still holds for the case that L is a DeMorgan algebra (i.e., L is 
a complete lattice equipped with an order-reversing involution/). In fact, the proof of R(L) is 
not L-homeomorphic with (0, 1](L) is analogous to that of Theorem 2.3 in [9], and the proof of 
I(L) is L-homeomorphic with neither R(L) nor (0, 1](L) is also similar to this. It can be seen 
from their proofs that Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 in [9] are also true for above L. 
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It  is easy to verify the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.4. For every a E M(L), the mapping tL,~, : L x --~ 2 x preserves arbitrary unions and 
• op  L X 2 X finite intersections, and the mapping ~L,~ : ~ preserves arbitrary intersections and finite 
unions. When 1 E M(L) and (X, 6) is a weakly induced L-ts, tL,O : L x ~ 2 x is a continuous 
order homomorphism [24] from L-ts (X, 6) to topological space ( X, 
LEMMA 1.5. Let Y be a subcomplete lattice of L. Then the interval topology on J is exactly the 
restriction of the interval topology on L to Y. 
LEMMA 1.6. The interval topology on a complete and order-dense lattice is connected. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
The main results of this paper are as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every L-interval J(L) and its weakly induced modification J(L) are ultra-F- 
connected; they are Q-connected if M(L) is a V-generating set of L. 
THEOREM 2.2. Every L-interval J(L) and its weakly induced modification J(L) are both locally 
ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
THEOREM 2.3. Every L-interval J(L) is locally Q-connected; J(L) is locally Q-connected if
1 E M(L) and M(L) is a V-generating set of L. 
REMARK 2.4. An L-ts (X, 6) is said to be connected in the sense of Rodabaugh [14] iff there 
exists no pair (A, B) E (fi - {0x}) x (~ - {0x}) such that AAB = Ox and supp(AVB)  = X. By 
Theorem 2.1, we may prove that every L-interval J(L) and its weakly induced modification J (L)  
are both  connected in the sense of Rodabaugh [14] if I E M(L) (part of this result was  proved by 
Rodabaugh [14] for L a Hut ton  algebra or fuzzy lattice). Let J (L)  = (Z, ~). Suppose  that there 
exist A, B E ~ such that A ~ 0z, B ~ 0z, A A B = 0z, and supp(A V B) = Z. Let E = ~L,0(A) 
and F -- LL,0(B). By Lemma 1.4, E ,F  E LL(~) -- {0Z}, E N F = ~, and E U F = Z. This is a 
contradiction since J (L)  is ultra-F-connected by Theorem 2.1. Similarly, J(L) is connected in 
the sense of Rodabaugh [14]. 
To show Theorems 2.1-2.3, we need several emmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (X, 5) be an L-ts, and M(L) a V-generating set of L. If  
(i) there exists an x ~ X such that A(x) E {0, 1} for each A E 6; 
(ii) (x, is connected for each M(L), 
then (X, ~) is Q-connected. 
PROOF. Suppose that (X, 6) is not Q-connected, then there exist A ,B  E ~ - {0x} such that 
A V B -- 1x and A A B -= 0x. By Lemma 1.4, we have ~L,~' (A) U LL,~, (B) = X and ~L,~' (A) M 
eL,~, (B) = 0. Since ~L,~' (A), CL,~, (B) E ~n,~' (6), it suffices to show that both LL,~, (A) ¢ ~ and 
tL,~,(B) ¢ ~ for some a E M(L) by Condition (ii). 
By Condition (i), either A(x) = 1 or B(x) = 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
d(x) = 1 and thus, that B(x) = O. Since M(L) is a V-generating set of n and B ¢ 0x (i.e., 
B '  ¢ 1x), there exists y E X and a e M(L) such that o~ ~ B'(y). It follows that y E tL,c~,(B). 
Apparently, x E ~L,~' (A). Thus, ~L,~' (B) ¢ ~ and ~L,~' (A) ¢ 9. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.5. 
It is easy to verify the following. 
LEMMA 2.6. A subspace (]I, ~ ] Y)  of an L-ts (X, 6) is Q-connected if and only if XY is Q- 
connected in ( X, 6). 
In the rest of this article, we write I(L) = (X, fi) and R(L) ~- (Y, ~). 
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LEMMA 2.7. (L~ A Rt)IX is both ultra-F~-connected and ultra-F2-connected in I(L), where 
Ls, Rt • L Y. 
PROOF. We only show Lemma 2.7 for the case of ultra-Fl-conneetedness. Let a • M(L). We 
will show that tL,~,(L~ ARt) N X is connected in (X, tL(5)). We define a partial order < on X 
as follows: 
[A] < [#] ¢==> 2`(t+) _< #(t+) and A(t-)  _< if(t-), Vt • R, 
where 
and 
2`(t+) = V 2`(~) 
sl>t. 
s<:t 
Then (X, <) is a complete lattice (cf. [7]) and (ts,~,(L~ i Rt) r] X, ~) is a sublattice of (X, <). 
Hence, we only need to show that, for any ¢, 2 • tL,~, (L~ ARt) rh X with x < y, [¢, 2] = {z • X I 
< z < v} c t~,~,(fs AR, )nX  and [=,y] is conneeted in (X, ~Lff)). 
First, we show [x, 2] C tf,~, (L~ A _Rt) A X. From the definitions of L~ and /~, we may see 
that tL,~,(L~) r7 X is a lower set and tL,~,(Rt) N X is an upper set. By Lemma 1.4, [x, 2] C 
tL,a,(Ls) N tL,a,(Rt) CI X = tL,a,(Ls ARt) N X. 
Next, we show that tL(5) C ,7, where J is the interval topology on X. In fact, for any 
m C M(L) and any p, q C [0, 1], consider the mappings 2`~, ,~2 : R ~ L, defined by 
1, t • (-oo,0), 
~( t )  = .~, t • [0,;], 
o, t • (p,+oo), 
~2(t) = { 
Then we may verify that X - tL,m' (Lp) =T 
1, t • ( -o~,q),  
.~', t•  [q, 1], 
0, t • (1,+oo). 
[2`1] and X - tL,m,(nq) =$ [A2], i.e., tL,,V (Lp) • J 
and tL,m,(Rq) E J ,  which means that tL(5) C ,7. 
It is easy to verify that [x, y] is a subcomplete lattice of (X, <). By Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, we 
only need to show that [x, y] is order-dense, which implies that [x, y] is connected in (X, in(5)). 
Let [2`], [#] e [x, y] with [2`] < [#]. Then there exists a p • [0, 1] such that 2`(p+) < #(p+) or 
2`(p-) < #(p- ) .  Without loss of generality, we assume the first inequality. It follows that p < 1 
and/k(q+) < p(q+) for some q • (p, 1). Let p : R - -~ L be a mapping, defined by 
{ ,(~), ~ • ( -~ ,q) ,  
p(r) = 2,(,-), ~ • [q,+~). 
Then [p] • X and [2`] < [p] < [#1, and thus, [x, y] is order-dense. 
From the Proof of Lemma 2.7, we may see that the following corollary holds, which has been 
obtained by Wang and Xu [17] for L a Hutton algebra. 
COROLLARY 2.8. (X, $L((~)) 1S connected.  
Analogously, we may prove the following. 
LEMMA 2.9. Both 
tL,~'(LsARt) A[i=ffl~ltL,~i(Ls~ARt~) 1 
and 
are connected in (X, tn(5)), where c~, c~ • M(L); Ls,Rt, Ls~,Rt~ E Lx; i = 1,2, . . .  ,n; n • N. 
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LEMMA 2.10. J(L), and thus J(L), satisfy Condition 0) of Lemma 2.5. 
PROOF. Take R(L) as an example. Let A = X(-~,0). Then [),] • Z and A([)~]) • {0, 1} for all 
A•5 .  
LEMMA 2.11. (Y, t,L(V) ) is connected. 
PROOF. For every n • N, denote the support of [-n, n](L) by Xn. By Lemma 2.6 and Corol- 
lary 2.8, Xn is connected in (Y, LL(~)). Since X1 C X,~ for all n • N, [-J,eN Xn is connected in 
(Y, ~L(~)). It suffices to show that Uneg X,  is dense in (Y, ~L(V)). Since U{eL,s(Lp ARq) [ s • 
P(L),p,q • R} is a subbase of 
se.e(L) 
we need only to show that, for every open L-subset 
U = f i  A Rq,) 
i=l  
(where LB~,Rq, • LY; s~ • P(L), p~,q~ • _R; i = 1,2,.. .  ,m; m • N), and every [A] • U, there 
exists a [#] C UneN Xn such that [#] E U, where )~ : R --~ L is a monotonic decreasing mapping 
satisfying VteR/k(t) = 1 and AteRA(t) = 0. Take a natural number n > max{Ipi], Iqi[I i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  m} and a mapping ff : R ~ L defined by 
1, t ~ -n ,  
O, t>_n. 
Then we may verify [#] E X~ M U, and thus the proof of Lemma 2.11 is complete. 
LEMMA 2.12. Both I(L) and its weakly induced modification I(L) are locally ultra-Fl-connected 
and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
PROOF. As {(LsARt) IX [ Ls,Rt E L v, s,t e R} is a base of 5, by Lemma 2.7, I(L) is 
both locMly ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. Similarly, by Lemma 1.4 and 
Lemma 2.9,/~(L) is both locally ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
LEMMA 2.13. Both R( L ) and its weakly induced modification R( L ) are locally ultra-Fl-connected 
and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
PROOF. Let 
C=(LsAR~)A [A~'L'd~(Ls~AR~)] ' ~ = 1  
where ~i C M(L); Ls, Rt, Ls.~, Rt~ E LY; i = 1, 2,.. .  ,n; n c N. For each n E N, by the proof of 
Lemma 2.9, we may see both ~L,~' (C) MXn and OLP(C)NX~ are connected in (Y, ~L(~)), and so are 
n and ov ~L,~(C) M(UnEN Xn) (a • M(L)). Analogous to Lemma 2.11, we may 
prove that ~L,~, (C) n (UneN X~) is dense in LL,~, (C) and L~P (C) N (U~ey X~) is dense in ~P~ (C) 
(a • M(L)). Therefore, both ~L,~'(C) and op %,~(6) are connected in (Y, ~L(~)) (a • M(L)). As 
the family of all such L-subsets as C is a base of the L-topology of/~(L), by Lemma 1.4, /~(L) 
is both locally ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
Similarly, R(L) is both locally ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
It is easy to verify that the connectedness of L-ts defined in Zhao [20] is equivalent to Q- 
connectedness of L-ts, and that every L-subset which is connected in the sense of Zhao [20] is 
Q-connected. Thus, by a slight modification in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [20], we may prove 
the following. 
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LEMMA 2.14. For every L-interval J(L), (Ls ARt) I Z is Q-connected in J(L), where Ls, Rt C L Y, 
and Z is the support of J(L). '~ 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. By  Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.11, both i(L) and R(L)  are ultra- 
F-connected; similarly, we may show that (0, I](L) is ultra-F-connected. By  Remark  1.3, every 
H(/~) interval J(L) (i.e., the weakly induced modification of J(L)) is ultra-F-connected, so is 
J(L), since both have the same underlying space. 
By  Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.11, the underlying spaces of [(L) and /~(L) are connected; 
and by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.10, both i(L) and/~(L)  are Q-connected. Similarly, (0, I~-~j(L) is Q- 
connected. Thus, every H(A) interval J(L) (especially, J(L)) is Q-connected. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. Similar to Lemma 2.13, we may show that (0, 1](L) and its weakly 
induced modification (0, 1] (L) are both locally ultra-Fl-connected and locally ultra-F2-connected. 
Theorem 2.2 follows from Remark 1.2 and Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13. 
PROOF Of THEOREM 2.3. Let J(L) : (Z,~). By Lemma 2.14, J(L) is locally Q-connected 
because {(Ls ARt) [ Z I Ls, R, E L Y, s, t E R} is a base of [. 
Let g be the family of all L-subsets C defined by 
C---(LsARt) A [AtL'o"~(Ls~ARt~)] ' i = l  
where ai E M(L); Ls,Rt, Ls~,Rt~ E Lz; i = 1,2, . . . ,n ;  n E N. Then C is a base of the 
L-topology of J(L). To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show every C E C is 
connected in J(L) in the sense of Zhao [20]. Suppose that there exists a C E C which is not 
connected in the sense of Zhao [20]. Then there exist in J(L) closed L-subsets A and B such 
that AAC ¢0z ,  BAC# Oz, C < AVE,  andAABAC = Oz. As 1 E M(L), M(L) i sa  
V-generating set of L and by Lemma 1.3, we can show that, there exists an a ~ M(L) such that 
L~P,~ (A) and t~P (B) ,  axe closed sets in (Z, tL(~)), ~L,~(A)°P N tL,a(C ) °p  }A 0, tL,~(B)°P N tL,c~(C)OP ~ 0, 
op L~P~(C) M , M ~L,~(C) is not connected t°LP~(C) C t°LP,~(A ) U tL,~(B) and t~P~(A) L~Pa(B) = 0, i.e., op 
in (Z, tn(~)). Analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.9, we may show that t°P(C) is connected in 
(Z, tL([)); this is a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete. 
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